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There are many problems encountered in the wintering of honey bees*
How the colony overcomes the rigors of the winter has a great effect on
colony condition in the spring and every progressive beekeeper wants a
strong colony at the right time in the spring, not too early nor too late*
If it becomes too strong too early, it consumes stores in the hive) and
if too late, it cannot fully assist the beekeeper in the gathering of
the honey crop for the season. Whether or not the colony is strong will
depend to a large extent on how successfully it survived the winter.
Phillips and Demuth (1918) stated that a bee may be compared to a
storage battery in that it has a certain amount of energy to spend, after
which it dies. They further stated that the bee resorts to muscular ac-
tivity to maintain the proper cluster temperature, A system of wintering
that would minimize this expenditure of energy would result in less loss
of bees during the winter and aid in the increase in population of a
strong colony in the spring.
These writers also stated that the essentials to success in caring
for a normal colony of bees from the end of the last nectarflow in a
season to the oeginning of the next major nectarflow of the next season
lies in providing three things in abundance j (1) stores of good quality;
(2) protection from the wind and cold| and, (3) room for the rearing of
brood at the appropriate tirae#
Stores of good quality are important in that they can be utilised
more completely than those of poorer quality and thus in long periods of
cold weather and confinement there is less chance for the occurrence of
Mosema because more of the food is utilized and less excreted.
Protection from the wind is the second essential and is also very im-
portant. With the hive facing south, the cold north wind is somewhat shut
out and the wind from the south is usually warm and enters the hire and
aids in aeriation or circulation of the air in the hive. £y the use of
windbreaks, or packing material of various sorts, the cold wintry blasts
of air are deflected from the surface of the hive and the temperature of
the hive is not reduced as readily*
Room for the rearing of brood at appropriate times is the third es-
sential* In the early spring when the conditions are favorable, the queen
will begin laying eggs and if the combs are full of honey or pollen, she
is restricted to the amount of eggs she can lay until that space has been
cleared of honey* There should be ample honey and pollen for the rearing
of the brood but at the same time there must be vacant cells of appro-
priate number to allow the queen unrestricted egg laying in order to have
an abundance of young bees in time for the first major nectarflow.
This study is an attempt to show the relationship between various
types of winter protection in relation to loss of colony weight, i*e*,
the amount of stores consumed, and the loss of bees, and the condition
of the colony in the spring* Somewhat similar studies were made in
Manhattan, Kansas by Merrill (1920) but it did not cover all of these
points and knowledge gained through the years have changed the concept
of wintering problems considerably*
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The function and the need for hive insulation has been tested and
debated for more than 100 years. Hive and cluster temperatures have
been investigated by numerous research workers in the United States and
foreign countries. The conclusions drawn nave been influenced by the in-
struments used, the condition of the colonies, and to a general extent,
the concepts of bee management. Even today, oeekeepers have their own
ideas and methods of wintering bees. What works for one, another may say-
he has tried without success.
Parrar (1952) stated tnat for winter insulation to be protective, it
would have to be aro nd the cluster rather than around the hive, and in
effect shut off all convection air currents between the warm air inside
and the cold air outside. Even with the restricted hive entrance, the
exchange of air through the packed hive is large in proportion to the
space occupied by the bees.
Taylor (I9li9) stated that Langstroth did not believe in packing bees*
According to uis understandings, bees winter Dest in the norta in unpacked,
unpainted ordinary hives, open at the top and bottom, exposed to the south
but protected from the wind. He also stated that an erroneous conclusion
reached by :aany beekeeping authorities is that the colder it becomes,
the more heat the bees produce in the cluster; that this heat is produced
by muscular activity and that packing is necessary to conserve it.
Farrar (1?52) stated that a theory of conservation of bee energy and
honey stores prevailed for many years. Hive insulation or cellar winter-
ing was su-posed to conserve bee energy ?.nd therefore conserve honey stores.
It is so e times possible to have a small colony survive the winter and
use less than 3D pounds oi ncney. Spring feeding was, oi course, a
recognized necessity.
Newell (lyUO stated that oees winter successfully in hol,ow trees
and old buildings where the winter temperature is extremely cold. He hat
removed bees from hollow trees in the White Mountains where it is not
uncommon in the winter to have the temperature register -it5° F. and the
bees are not able to fly out of their hives from October to early April.
The bee3 are able to form a tight cluster during the winter and consume
honey within this cluster to maintain a temperature not far from 57° F.
within the cluster. During mild weather this cluster is broken even when
the outside temperature is not high enough for flight. It is during such
periods that the bees move to cover a new supply of honey.
Farrar (l°ii3) stated that packing does not satisfy the conservation
of energy theory because the winter cluster does not attempt to heat the
inside oi the hive. He studied the cluster and hive temperatures and made
several thousand records by using two story colonies each equipped with
118 thermocouples. Colonies of single walls were contrasted with those
oi' double walls and those of excessive packing. The use oi many thermo-
couples distributed throughout the hive, established the fact that during
a protracted cold peri d the temperature of tne air surrounoing the cluster
approaches the outside temperature regardless of the degree of insulation
of the hive. Even a greatly reduced hive entrance is large enough to per-
mit air currents to dissipate the small amount of heat radiated from the
cluster.
His experiment also showed that the winter cluster provides it 1 s own
insulation against heat loss. The insulating shell of closely packed
bees filling the interspaces between the combs and any empty cells, ranges
from one to three inches in depth, and the more loosely grouped bees in
the center generate heat. The temperature within the winter cluster will
vary above the minimum of $6° to 60° F. showing an increase or decrease
which opposes within limits any external temperature change, whereas
the cluster surface temperature remains nonnally somewhere between ii3° to
1*6° F. As the air temperature surrounding the cluster declines, the
cluster contracts and reduces the surface exposed to heat radiation,
increasing the depth of the insulating shell, and concentrating more bees
in the center to generate heat. Conversely, the cluster expands with *
rise in air temperature. The cluster size and the internal temperature
are so balanced that sufficient heat is conducted to the surrounding
bees to maintain the normal cluster surface temperature.
Anderson (I9ii3) stated that as the amount of packing decreases, the
temperature variations within the hive increases. When he placed a quan-
tity of honey in the hive the variations became even less. This was
possibly the result of the fact that the frames of honey slowed the cool-
ing off by the ability of the honey to hold thb heat longer and more or
less cause a gradual change in temperature. He stated that considerable
time was required for heat from the ou side to penetrate the packing and
raise the temperature within the hive. It seemed to him that it took
about seven hours or longer for the changes in the outside temperature to
influence the inside of the hive.
Farrar (192+3) stated that packing retards the rate of temperature
change within the unoccupied hive space, but during a protracted cold
period the air temperature within the packed hive bat away from the
cluster may approach that of the outside temperature. The packed hive,
by cooling more slowly allows the bees sufficient time to contract their
cluster to the most favorable position and density but it /ray not benefit
from a rise in the external temperature which allows the cluster in the
unpacked hive to shift its position or the bees to -iiake a brief cleans-
ing flight.
Taylor (l°lt°) stated that bees partially regulate heat loss from
the cluster by forming a thick rind or insulation layer and by increasing
and decreasing the area of the cluster and that this has been known for
a long time. What has been overlooked is that the overlapped wings of
the bees in the cluster form a transparent surface which greatly reduces
the heat loss by radiation from the surface of the cluster to the colder
areas of the hive and also that by rapid vibration oi their overlapped
wings, the bees are taking in fresh air and allowing the stale air to
rise from the cluster. Ha also stated that the air temperature in the
hive is of minor consideration. The two most important conditions which
affect the bees in the cluster being the degree of relative humidity and
the temperature of the inside surface of the hive.
Rea (191*8) stated that there is little or no difference in the air
temperature surrounding the cluster in a packed hive and an unpacked hive.
He also quotes Langstroth as stating that "damp" is the chief cause of
winter loss.
Anderson (191*8) stated that packing maintains a more constant tem-
perature of the hive and conserves the amount of food required for winter
use. This does not agree with what Farrar si owed. He also stated that
the even temperature of packed hives often retards broodrearing until
later in the season when rearing progresses more rapidly than in unpacked
hives. He believed that honey in the hive acts as a regulator to retard
sudden temperature changes and gives the bees more time to form a winter
cluster when the outside temperature is suddenly lowered. The honey
does not cool as fast as the air and therefore slows the rate of cooling
of the temperature within the hive.
Nielsen (l?35) statea that strong welx packed colonies exposed to
all prevailing sharp winds may die or survive the winter so weakened they
are practically worthless, while colonies oi the same strength in single
walled hives well protected from winds, winter well and consume far less
stores.
Lynse (1950) stated tuat packing is not necessary but that black
tarpaper wrapped around the hive does two things) it acts as a windbreak
and absorbs the radiant heat of the sun, thereby reducing the heat loss
of the cluster and at the same time lessens the condensation of moisture
within the hive by the heating of the hive walls. He further stated
that Dees will winter well in a dry hive, the principle of wintering be-
ing the same everywhere. He also stated that the inside of a double
walled hive is only sligntly warmer than a single walled hive.
Brown (l>u3) stated that a beekeeper with a large number of colonies
told him that when he started beekeeping many years ago, they packed their
colonies in quadruple packing cases, tnen later in doubles, then singles,
which was iolxowed bj tarpaper ana no packing at all. In 1935 they had
a continued period of unusualiy cold weather which lasted four to five
weeks at temperatures ranging from sero to -20° i'» with practically no
•now. The mm th*t were pac<ed wintered poorly while those without
protection wintered weil. As a result tf t: is experience, vszy few
beekeepers in Indians pack tneir bsss for winter*
unro (1935) experissnted with various types of homasds insulatic
for winter poking at the North Dakota Agric »ltural £x*riaeat Station
and he rscosnsnds the use of on* thicknsea of eslotsx and oelierea it
should bs left on the colon/ trie year around* In the winter, wrap the
caeee wita tarpapsr, but take it off in the spring*
Morton (1916) ststsd that the condition of the colony to bs wrapped
Is of suoh lepertanee and that colonies wit a reasonable nuatoer of young
bees in the fall are oest. He further stated that he goes through winter
after winter without & less of s colony by following this policy*
Nicholson (1952) ststsd that in England they formerly used double
walled hives si together, but are now usin, the s-ingls walled hives* as
also ststsd that the English beekeepers know tfcet you don*t have to keep
the inside of the hive war* for colon!ss to wintsr well* Ms realised
that excessive Moisture is the likelieet cause of wintsr kill and not
the leek of packing*
Rock (191*3) ststsd that an old Scottish beekeeper told hia he
pseksd his bsss with honey, sesning thst hs gave than sore stores titan
they would norwslly need lor the winter*
Langlsy (191*5) sUted that whan he etarted bsekeeping in the northern
part of the United States, about 1915. the practice wss to cellar winter
the beee or heavy peck thea in ex >eosive ouabsrsosw casss. Thsy thought
thsn that the mote packing the better, i.e., with eight inches around ths
sides and sighteen lnchss of packing material on the top* Mow scientific
investigations have shown that the cluster does not heat the inside
of
the hive and that heavy packing has a refrigeration as well as an in-
sulation effect, keeping the colony cold and not allowing the sunshine to
warm up the hive to enable the bees to change position and move on to a
new honey source within the hive. He now wraos the hives with one thick-
ness of taroaper and sometimes uses one thickness of corrugated paper
under it. When the sun shines in the wintertime the tar aper absorbs
enough heat to warm the hive and allows the bees to take a cleansing
flight that they would not be able to take if they were in a heavily
packed hive.
Farrar (1952) stated that a colony with a strong winter cluster of
young bees, with an abundance of honey and pollen witnin reach will win-
ter well under almost all conditions. Since most winter losses are due
to starvation, ample stores of pollen and honey are of prime importance.
In northern Minnesota, colonies were wintered with and without in-
sulation but with a windbreak. In the spring vary little difference was
noted in the condition in which they survived the winter.
In the middle latitudes, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, or Indiana,
there is little evidence that packing of any sort is effective. The
most common ty^e of packing In this area is the use of tarpa er to wrap
around the hives.
Iynse (1950) stated that in Illinois the beekeepers prefer a quiet
sunny spot with a good windbreak and no packing to winter their bees.
He also stated that the beekeepers in Illinois have not founa that it
pays for them to pack their hives.
Barnes (1952) stated that a good windbreak against the prevailing
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winter winds should be provided. The apiary should be located, if pos-
sible, where it has good air drainage, as free flowing air currents are
desirable in winter as well as in summer in removing the stale damp air
that may accumulate around the hive.
Farrar (19$2) stated that a summary of management standards favor-
able to good wintering under all conditions may be enumerated as follows]
(1) unrestricted brood rearing in the fall to provide a normal population
of ten pounds of bees, (2) forty-five pounds of honey in dark combs in
the top hive body plus twenty to thirty pounds in the lower hive body of
a two story hive, (3) five-hundred square inches of pollen reserves or
provisions maae to supply supplement pollen calces during March and April
and such other periods when pollen collection is below colony require-
ments, (ii) freedom from Nosema, (5) provision of an augar hole in the
upper hive body and a reduced bottom board entrance, and (6) the location
of the hives in full sunlight and where they are protected irom the wind
and provided with good drainage of the air away rom the hive.
The overwintering of honeybee colonies has been c nsidered one of
the most difficult problems of management. Winter losses based on the
number of colonies that do survive may average 15 percent. The reduced
productivity of tne colonies that do survive under poor wintering condi-
tions may exceed by several times the apparent loss. Phillips and De;mith
(1918) contend that there are lour things to consider in the measurement
of success in wintering; (1) when bees are packed and protected from the
wind, they should be able to pusn out the dead bees in the hive as they
die. There should never oe an accumulation of dead bees on the bottom
board. (2) A colony of full strength should have at least 12 combs of
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brood at the time the/ are unpacked. (3) A colony is not of proper
strength for winter unless it has three to iour comos of brood about
two months before packing. (u) If a thermometer is inserted into the
hive, at no time Bhould it diow a temperature below freezing. Farrar
(1952) stated in contrast to the temperature factor that insulation
around the :.ive slows the rate of temperature change, but in a cold cli-
mate it does not prevent subzero temperatures within the hive. The nor-
mal colony forms a cluster within the area of iood stores and it produces
and regulates its heat within a well defined temperature gradient indepen-
dent of the air temperature surrounding the cluster.
There are many ideas and theories as to the essentials for good win-
tering. Phillips and Lemuth (1918) stated that the essentials to success
in caring for a normal colony of bees from the end of the nectarflow of
one season the the beginning of the first major nectarflow of the next
season depend on providing three things j (l) stores of good quality,
(2) protection from wind and cold, and (3) room for the rearing of brood
at appropriate times. The location of the apiary in the winter should be
so that the cold winter wind is virtually eliminated artificially or
otherwise. Rock (I9l»8) stated that there are several factors involved
in good wintering, such as the variability in strains and races of bees,
late sumr.ier management in the size of the brood nests, regional honey
flows, air drainage, and according to some, packing. He believed the
most important point was the strain of bees, Carniolian first or second
cross for excellent ability to survive the winter with a strong population
on a minimum of stores. He indicated his belief that Italian bees are not
too winter hardy.
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Parker (19u3) stated that the three banded Italian, Caucasian and
the Carniolian bees winter well in Kansas and are not readily susceptible
to the disease, European foulbrood, while the other varieties do not win-
ter well and are n.t adapted to Kansas weather conditions.
Anderson (19W;) stated that the factors that have a direct bearing
upon the ability of a colony to survive the winter are not oniy many but
are complicated by the fact that each winter presents a different combin-
ation of conditions. One can not anticipate which will be the most serious
in any particular winter bat must take steps to prevent loss from any or
all of the difficulties that lie ahead. The problems that he thinks are
most important arej quality and quantity of stores, protection from the
wind, packing, vigor of the bees, and adult and brood diseases.
Latham (193k) stated that the sice for locating an apiary for out-
door wintering must have a slope, preferably to the south or southwest.
He stated that bees will not winter well on flat ground because the air
stagnates about the hives and the inside of the hives is then unfavorable
for the bees because of the collection of moisture there. On a slope the
air Is always drifting even when the wind is not olowing and this aids in
the circulation of the air within the hive and reduces the moisture there.
Newell (19h9) stated that it is not the cold that kills the bees in the
winter, but too much moisture within the hive. This moisture iorms into
ice within the hive in subzero weather and drips onto the bees when it
thaws. He maintains that in a dry hive there is no danger of winter in-
Jury to a strong colony with sufficient honey and pollen to maintain
moderate brood rearing. Deihnelt (19^8) stated that he has shown by tests
that water in the nive becomes laden with Nosema spores. The moisture on
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the roof of the hive will form into drops and fall onto the cluster of
bees and seemingly spread the disease. By wrapping the hires with black
tarpaper or building paper and or the use of upper entrances, the moisture
in the hive can be greatly reduced. The black or dark surface color of
the paper will absorb the heat from the sun and warm the walls of the hive,
thus driving off the moisture and it will be circulated out ol the hive
either through the upper entrance, If there is one, or the lower entrance.
Ventilated covers, on a small scale, are now coming into use for this pur-
pose. Some beekeepers place a piece of burlap on top of the inner cover
and let it hang out over the sides and flap in the wind and act as a wick
to draw the moisture that has collected on it in the hive, to the out-
side. Satisfactory results have been claimed from this method.
Anderson (19U8) stated that there is no relation between humidity
and the prevalence of Nosema, A study on a larger scale might show dif-
ferent results he stated, but hives he kept in the unusually dry condi-
tions of the laboratory developed Nosema as readily as those under normal
conditions where the relative humidity was much higher. He did find that
Nosema was one of the principal causes of winter losses and spring dwind-
ling. He also stated that bees can withstand the high humidity of the
hive with no immediate evidence of ill effects, but that high humidity
does affect the food supplies causing indirect damage to the bees and
combs by molding of combs and pollen,
Phillips and Demuth (1918) stated that a common practice has been to
remove the hive cover at the time the bees are packed and to cover the
frames with burlap to absorb and allow the escape of any moisture from
the colony. Moisture is being generated constantly as the bees consuBi
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the honey stores, but if the bees are adequately packed the amount of
moisture will be reduced to a minimum. The chief danger of course is
from the moisture that condenses and in an adequately packed hire there
is no condensation. The temperature never goes low enough for water
vapor to condense, therefore it is obvious that upward ventilation for
the escape of moisture is never needed in hives that are adequately
packed.
Parker (1953) stated tnat there are five principle needs for the
preparation of bees for winter. A colony should have a large population
of oees, about 20,000 or three to five pounds of bees and a young vig-
orous queen, they should have at least 600 square inches of pollen and
at least seventy pounds of honey, fifty pounds in the tipper story and
twenty pounds in the lower. Protection is needed to conserve the energy
and heat produced by the clustering bees. These should be provided by
October 15. Winter protection should be given the colonies during the
later part of October and removed during the later part of April or the
first week in May, depending upon weather conditions. The most common
protection now is the windbreak (natural). If insulation is used it
should be provided beneath the hive as well as on the sides and top.
The size of the hive entrance in Kansas should be at least one and one-
half inches to two inches long and three-eighths of an inch high. Mice
are not able to enter this size opening and ruin the combs.
Grout (1°U°) stated that the requirements for bees to go into winter
are eight in number j (1) a colony should have a productive queen, (2)
there must be enough bees to cover twenty combs or eight to ten pounds,
(3) at least five-hundred square incues of pollen, (U) at least seventy-
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five pounds of honey, forty-five pounds in the upper and thirty pounds
in the lower, (?) reduced lower entrance and an upper entrance (auger
hole), (6) protection from the wind, (7) maximum exposure to the sun-
light, and (8) a well drained location. He stated further that packing
will not make a strong colony out of a colony deficient in any of the
above requirements.
Root (1950) stated that successful wintering is dependent on proper
summer management*
Myers (1936) stated that the requirements for successful wintering
are quite well known. They are good food and plenty of it, adequate
insulation, strong colonies of young bees and protection from the cold
winds. He also stated that the most common practice in outdoor wintering
is that of providing a cheaply constructed outer case, large enough to
hold several hives. Wooden cases are expensive to build or buy and pre-
sent a storage problem so a great number of the beekeepers have now turned
to the tar paper pack. It is inexpensive, presents no storage problem
as it can be rolled up, and doesn't take much room and can be used for
a number of years before aving to oe replaced. It takes only a little
time to install the tar paper as compared to the wooden cases. He also
stated that he had two experienced men and one helper put tar paper packs
on thirty-two colonies and it took them only one hour. It would have
taken much longer to have put wooden cases on the same number of colonies.
Root (1^50) stated that except for extremely cold localities, moder-
ate packing or a simple wrapping of building paper around the hive is pro-
bably safer and better than excessive packing or what has been appropriately
called ice house packing that puts the colony in cold storage where the
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heat from the rays of the eun cannot reacr. the cluster, bees seldom
die of cold, it is their inability to move to stores near them due to
the low temperature of the hive.
Cale (193ii) stated that most beekeepers have given up the idea of
a heavy packing case and have adopted some simpler method like the Iowa
tar paper case. This is used all through Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, and
northern Missouri and is being adopted elsewhere as a cheap way of win-
ter packing where winter packing is needed. In using it, the colonies
may be grouped into twos, threes, fours or packed singly. Where bees are
kept in a permanent grouping through the summer, it is easy to use.
Cale (1935) stated that some beekeepers in the north use the tar
paper wrap with a top entrance, closing the usual summer entrance. This
method is gaining favor over the cellar wintering in the northern bee
yards. In addition to the tar paper, straw and other material may be used
beneath the tar paper. It costs a >out fifteen to twenty cents oer colony
per year including labor to wrap the bees in tar paper.
Nielsen (,193k) stated that it is generally agreed that it is the
long periods of even cold temperatures during which times bees do not
survive. Bees do withstand below zero temperatures if not continued
too long. It is in this connection that the black tar paper packing can
be used to a very good advantage. The black color gathers or absorbs
the rays of the sun and warms up the hive quickly which enables the clus-
ter to break and reform in a new location.
Gates (191*9) stated that the winter of 19U8 was the worst in history
in the state of Washington. The bees were confined to the hives from the
middle of November until the last of February and for over two months the
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temperature was below freezing, some times twenty
degrees below and one.
-30° F. There was a snow in February ttat covered
the colonies and he
ft** only one colony and that was due to
late broodrearing and the bees
didn't move up to the honey. He had the biro in pairs and they
were in
the open and exposed to the cold winds. There was no
windbreak out the
colonies were protected Tilth tar paper covering. The tar
paper had ab-
sorbed enough of the sunshine to enable the cluster to
move to new food
sources during this long cold period. The colonies all came
through the
winter in good condition and were strong in the spring except for
the one
that died. He gives this as one example of good results from
the use of
the tar paper wrao.
Norton (15>ii6) stated that hives wrapped with tar paper can be lifted
from time to time in the spring to detect those needing stores while
those in wooden packing cases mast be unpacked. Wrapped colonies start
brocdroaring earlier than unprotected colonies as it is easy to main-
tain the ninety-four degree Fahrenheit broodrearing temperature with the
tar paper absorbing the heat from the rays of the sun.
Sadler (.1951) stated tnat he used packing cases in Canada but they
cost about thirty dollars each and were too expensive. He obtained tar
paper and used two layers for protection and his wintering results were
about the same as when he used the expensive wooden cases. He was able
to use the paper for two years before replacing it.
Rowland (19k9) stated tnat loose snow is an excellent protection
for bees. Colonies may be buried in a snow bank without injury, though
just enough snow to nicely cover the hive probably affords the best pro-
tection. The formation of ice or crust on the snow at or a little above
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the hive entrance preventing the penetration of air will do raore harm
than a great depth of loose snow.
Sturdevant ( 19310 stated that during the winter of 1933 he wintered
about thirty I ives under a snowdrift which entirely covered the hives and
they remained in that condition for about ten weeks. The bees consumed
but little hone/ and all colonies increased in strength in the spring.
Phillips and Derauth (1918) stated that frequently a great loss of
colony strength is due to a delay in applying the packing. Perhaps this
Is the most common source of loss in outdoor wintering aside fro:i that
due to the failure to pack.
Reese (19ii5) stated that when the bees are packed, pac'< them in honey.
Be sure to have fall combs of honey on each side of the upper and lower
brood nest and within reach of a good big cluster of bees.
Newell (19140 stated that a &ood windbreak is of considerable ad-
vantage as bees are able to make sh:rt flights during bright sunny days
in winter vtiere otherwise they might be confined to the hive.
The purpose of a windbreak is not to stop the wind but to divert
or break its course. Low dense shrubbery, young timber or thick woods,
a high bluff, a series of buildings or an orchard will break the force
of the wintery blasts.
Stephenson (1951) stated that he sets his hives in groups side by
side in early November and in long rows facing south. He chooses a level
well drained location and oacks for a thickness of about two feet acrons
and on top of the hives and also between them with straw but leaves the
front of the hives uncovered. By leaving a double super of honey and
drilling a hole for an upper entrance in the upper food chamber, the
1?
colony is well protected and has plenty of food for the winter.
Rea (I9I48) stated that the air temperature in the hive is a minor
consideration, the wwo most important conditions which affect bees in
the cluster being, (l) the percentage of relative humidity in the hive
and (2) the temperature, not of the air, but of the inside surface of
the hive. If the hive is open at the top, it lowers the relative humid-
ity by allowing the moisture to pass out of the hive through the top.
Condensation of moisture can be reduced by ventilation and by allowing
the heat of the sun to raise the inside surface temperature of the hive.
Why waste a lot of time and money packing bees to make it harder for them
to produce a honey crop?
Rea (19U8) also stated that bees in unpacked hives have more fre-
quent flights and the periods during which condensation occur are shorter.
During winter, frequent flights are of an advantage because the bees can
void water in the feces which otherwise would have been maintained in
the hive and would have had to have been taken care of by condensation.
This water is a natural thing in the hive as it is produced from the
utilisation of the honey by the bees. When they consume the honey it
produces water and carbon dioxide and for every gallon of honey consumed,
approximately one gallon of water is produced. Unless the bees have fre-
quent flights to carry the water out of the hive, it will condense in
in the hive as bees in a cluster will not ventilate the hive by fanning
and therefore as the cold air and the warm vapor come in contact, conden-
sation occurs. He further states that maintaining a dry relative humid-
ity in the hive during winter and early spring will do more than any other
thing to orevent dysentery, spring dwindling and Nosema.
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Moisture in the hive is caused by the bees generating heat to keep
their bodies warm by the utilization of the honey which is a carbohydrate.
The warm air rises until it reaches the cold inner cover and there it
condenses into water which finally drops back onto the bees in the cluster.
If the bees do not create enough heat to offset the c ndensation of mois-
ture, some of them will become cold and die. This often happens to the
queen and the colony is then queenless. In the side combs, the moisture
may cause mold to form and also the combs to sag. The moisture outlet
should be at the top to afford a good circulation within the hive and elim-
ination of the moisture.
Strieker (1951) noticed that moisture entered the hive by capillary
action when the hive was set directly on the ground. To eliminate this^
he set his colonies on concrete hive stands with a heavy sheet of rub—
beriod between the ground and the hive which broke the capillary action.
In his experiments he showed that the moisture of the hive is expelled
upward and outward by bees using an upper flight entrance near the top
of the hive.
Norgren (19310 stated that the top entrance appeared to enable the
bees to contr 1 ventilation to their liking and thus reduce the humidity
of the hive.
Wolford (19k9) stated that in the northern beekeeping regions the
climate justifies insulation in the winter and that there are some ad-
vantages of the auxiliary top entrance especially when wintered colonies
are not examined. The main purpose in using the upper entrance in this
region is not only for ventilation to reduce the humidity but also to
provide an air vent to the outside which is storm and Ice proof.
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Whitman (19li8) stated that he places a oiece of corru ;ated card-
board over the hive Just above the bees and fastens it on with tacks*
He then cuts holes in it the size of his thumbnail with the holes match-
ing the openings between the combs. He then wraps his hives with mois-
ture proof felt paper and ties it in place with twine, then cuts the paper
off two or three inches above the top of the hive and folds it in and
creases it at the corners. He then sets one or more supers of honey on
top of it to make an air chamber above the wrapped portion of the hive
so that the moisture will pass through the holes in the cardboard and
up into the unwrapped super. The moisture will then conaense on the sides
of the super and run out the top lip of the paper which extends over the
hive top. He has examined his bees wrapoed in this manner when the tem-
perature was 28° F. and found bees in all corners of the hiva. In the
unwrapped hives, they were in a tight cluster.
Farrar (19h3) stated that the winter cluster will form in the upper
hive body provided the stores are contained in dark combs and there is
a small center free of honey. Under these conditions the cluster will
cover the combs of sealed honey or if they have not been used in brood-
rearing, the bees will cluster in the lower hive body.
Baes of all ages will be found distributed throughout the cluster
and the daily mortality during the broodless period will be proportion-
ally represented by bees of all ages. This mortality seldom exceeds fifteen
percent in a healthy population. Most of this loss appears to be caused
by the few bees that fail to keep up with the contracting cluster during
a temperature decline. The loss is not from starvation for they usually
have honey in their honey sacs.
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Farrar (1952) stated that starvation is the major cause of winter
loss. It may result from inadequate or from improper position of stores
and also from populations too small to maintain contact with their stores.
Management practices prior to the winter period may influence all three
situations. Maximum food requirements, rather than the average must be
satisfied.
Grout (191*9) stated that winter losses are usually reported as the
percentage of colonies that die. Beekeepers seldom realize that a much
greater loss results from colonies that survive in a weakened condition
and consequently with greatly reduced productive capacity. No other
branch of agriculture could survive if it continued to suffer the winter
losses experienced by most beekeepers. Winter losses result from star-
vation, weak colonies, inadequate su plies of pollen, Nosema disease,
and queenlessness. these causes may be separate or collective to cause
the weakening or death of a colony. The type of climate will influence
the standards that have to be met to insure successful wintering, but
he doubts that there is any commercial honey production region that has
so severe winters that normal healthy colonies can't survive in good con-
dition if properly provisioned with honey and pollen.
Milura (1952) stated that there was plenty of evidence that unpacked
colonies use more stores than protected colonies over a long period of
time when broodrearing is not in progress. The answer he gives for this
fact is that the bees of a cluster can not consume stores when they are
chilled or the temperature is not high enough for them to break cluster
to move to honey. In the unpacked hive the rays of the sun on the side of
the hive body will raise tne temperature enough on the inside to enable
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the bees in the unpacked hive to move about and feed. In the packed
hive, the packing on the outside prevents the rays of the sun from
raising the temperature inside the hive,
Farrar (1952) stated that colonies that consume more than the aver-
age amount of stores produce the greatest yields. He also stated the
reason for this is that broodrearing is a heavy drain on stores and more
honey is used for feeding the brood.
Deyell (191*5) performed an experiment on the comparison of protec-
tion to the amount of stores used and the condition of the colonies in
the spring. The following are his results; in an examinati on on April
12, the packed colonies has lost 23i pounds in weight in five months
while the unpacked colonies had lost an average of 28^ pounds in the same
length of tine. On ^prll 2k he examined the colonies for brood and found
that the packed colonies had an average of 8^ combs containing brood
while those of the unpacked colonies had an average of 9% combs contain-
ing brood. He stated that the above seems obvious that packing does
save stores and it may conserve on bee energy but the experiment shows
that the larger consumption of honey in the unpacked hives resulted in
more brood and larger colonies.
Lindsay (1935) stated that it is thought by most of the commercial
beekeepers in the West that winter packing does not pay since the bees
will shift trie honey to the desired location within the hive to a con-
siderable extent, especially, if the weather is warm through October and
November.
Cale (191*2) stated that Farrar claims that the condition of the bees
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in the colony has ;ore to do with the successful wintering than packing,
protection, or shelter. Cale stated that he thinks that is certaisly
correct.
Coggahall (1952) stated that a number of factors should be consid-
ered in determining wintering practices. He lists the following as the
important factors; (1) colony condition, (2) food sitolies, (3) apiary
site, (k) entrance and insulation, (5) location and season, (6) humidity
and (7) the cost of labor that will be involved.
METHODS
For the com arisen of different types of winter orotection of
colonies of honey bees, the most likely types used in this part of the
United States were selected. These include no protection, windbreak of
low trees, tar paper wrap (black 15 lbs. building paper) one thickness
of celotex and two thicknesses of celotex overcoat type of packing cases,
The colonies with the celotex cases and the tar paper wrap were packed
in pairs and the ones with no protection and windbreak were arrmged in
paired units.
Weights
The colonies in hives were weighed on platform scales at the be-
ginning of the experiment and again at the end. Total weight of colony
in the fall minus the total weight of the colony in the soring equals
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the stores consumed and loss of bees* The weight of bees was estimated
by assuming that the nursber of bees closely covering the entire surface
of one comb was equal to one -oound of bees. The weight of the bees of
each colony was adjusted to as near the same weight as possible by shak-
ing bees from one colony into another until the weights were about equal.
Dilute artificial wintergreen in water was shaken into the colonies be-
fore the bees were transferred to create a neutral odor and allow the
bees of other colonies to be united with one colony.
Brood Measurements
This was accomolished by actual square inch measurements of the
sealed brood in the comb by the use of a rule.
Temperatures
The range and comparative air temperat res were obtained from the
daily temperature records taken by the Department of Physics at Kansas
3ta e College, Manhattan, Kansas.
Arrangement of Colonies and Source of Queens
This experiment was arraiged to indicate the need for winter pro-
tection of colonies of honeybees in this region, and if winter protection
is needed, what type and what thickness of packing would be necessary for
best results.
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Ten two-story colonies of bees were used and paired so that each
pair had queens of the same source and of about the same age. Colonies
and the source of queens heading the colonies were; colonies A and B,
Kansas State College queensj colonies C and D, Kansas State College
queensj colonies E and F, J. G. Miller Starline Hybrid queensj colonies
G and H, Kansas Ftate College queens; colonies I and J, Kansas State
College queens. The Kansas State College queens were field matings while
the J. G. Miller qu» ens were American foulbrood resistant hybrids from
Corpus Christi, Texas. The queens matched against each other were of
approximately the same a; e. Each colony was given an adequate supply of
stores and was examined once during the cold months and in the early
spring to determine need for additional stores by lifting the hives and
determining its weight. On February it, 1?5U the colonies were o ened
and a mixture of one-half pound of honey and one-half pound of dried
pollen was introduced to each colony and placed on waxed paper on the
top of the frames of the upper food chamber to insure the colony an ade-
quate suoply of pollen and this was examined later on days oi favorable
weather conditions to determine if the bees had worked the pollen and
moved it to the cells of the coxites . After a period of about one week all
of the poxlen had been moved in most colonies to the cells and the wax
paper had been taken out of the hive by the bees.
Explanation of the Exposure of the Colonies
The two colonies that had no protection were set in an exposed lo-
cation that was open to the North and subject to the cold North wind,
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(Plate V, Fig. 2). They were set on concrete hive stands with no in-
sulation underneath ti.e hive ana no windbreaks. During the winter
these colonies were partially shaded by trees to the South of them.
The two colonies that had only a windbreak lor protection were
set on concrete hive stands and had a natural barrier from the wind
ond the North, East and West (Plate V, Fig. 1). The windbreak consis-
ted of low branching trees and shrubs and evergreen trees. Cfci top of
the inner cover of these colonies a piece of burlap was placed with the
ends hanging over the sides and the metal telescope cover was placed
over it. The: ends of the burlap were allowed to ilap in the wind and
aided in the elimination of the moisture from the hive by acting as a
wick drawing the moisture out to evaporate as the buiLgp flapped in the
wind.
The two colonies that had the two layers of celotex for protection
had the two layers bolted on from the sides and a double thickness of
this material placed on the top (Plates II and III). Four or five lay-
ers of newspapers were placed on top cf the inner cover to fill the re-
cessed space tnere between the inner cover and the protective layers of
celotex. The bee escape hole in the inner cover was closed by the news-
papers.
The two colonies with the single layer of celotex case were arranged
in the same manner as the double layer case except the protective cover-
ing was only of one thickness (Plate I).
The two colonies with the tar paper wrap were protected by wrapping
a single layer of tar paper around the colonies and tieing it with twine
at two different levels. The top part of the tar paper extended above
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the top of the hive so it was cut at the corners of the hive and folded
over the top envelope style, and the outer cover was placed on top of
It (Plate IV). The tar paper at the entrance was cut out to enable free
flight for the Dees, to^r or five layers of newsoapers were placed on
top of the inner cover as in the other colonies.
All of the colonies that had a protective covering were placed on
a wooden hive stand ( 2 x k inch studding) that was large enough to hold
two colonies and the inner area of the stand was packed with straw to
protect the colonies from the cold air coming up from underneath the
bottom board (Plate VI).
All of the colonies in tee experiment had reduced entrances during
the experiment. The size of the entrance was 3/8 inch by 2 inches.
RESULTS
A comparison of hive weights in the fall and spring was made to
show the loss in weight of the various colonies and the amount of stores
consumed during the winter. The comparison of the loss of weight of the
test colonies during the winter showed that the colonics protected by
the tar paper wrap had the least loss of weight and the colonies with one
layer of celotex had the most loss in weight, while those with two layers
o£ celotex Drotection were next in greatest loss of weight (Table 1).
This follows the theory that too much packing or insulation keeps the
inside of the colony cold due to the insulation and with the tar paper
wrap, the insulation is thin and absorbs heat from the sun since it is
EXPLANATION OF PLATE I
Fig. 1. Colonies "C" and "D" in a one layer
celotex packing case of the overcoat
type.
Jig. 2. Colonies "C" and "D" with the Decking
case partially dismantled.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE II
Jig. 1. Colonies "E" and WF" in a two layer celotex
packing case of the overcoat type.
Fig. 2. Colonies "E" and "F" with the packing case
partially dismantled.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE III
Fig. 1. The orotective material that is placed on
top of the two layer celotex protective
covering type of protection of colonies
«E" and n¥n
.
Fig. 2. The protective material that is placed on top
of the one layer celotex protective covering
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Fig. 2
EXPLANATION OF PLATE V
Fig. 1. Colonies "G" and "H" with the tele-
scoping coyer removed to show the
placement of the burlap on top of
the inner cover.
Fig. 2* Colonies "I" and "J" showing exposure
to the cold winds during the winter.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI
The wooden hive stand with the straw insulation
upon which all the colonies that were packed
were placed.

udark in color and therefore the bees are more active, collect more
pollen and increase colony population more rapidly in the spring than
the others.
Colony "D", with one layer of celotex for protection died of chem-
ical poisoning during the winter.
The colonies with no protection and those with a windbreak for
protection showed about the same amount of loss in weight during the
winter, those with no protection showing the least loss in weight in
these two groups. The loss in weight during the winter was from the
amount of stores consumed and dead bees during the winter.
Table 1. Comparison of two-story colony weights in pounds before and
after wintering.
I Type of i Weight : Height : Reduction I Average
Colony: Protec- t Oct. 23, t Apr. 19,: in t Reduction in






A Tar paper 137.00 130.25 6.75




















G Windbreak 136.00 112.00 2U.00












# This colony died of chemical poisoning during the winter.
U2
Colony "B M died during the winter and the cause of death was de-
termined as that of chemical poisoning. The stores fed to this colony
had been in contact with the fumes of naphthalene for a number of months
and the hcney had absorbed enough of the naphthalene to be lethal to the
bees. At first when it was noticed that a large number of bees were dy-
ing and being pushed off the bottom board, it was thought the cause to be
Nosema disease, but after careful microscopic examinations of a large
number of bees, it was determined that this was not the case. Some of
the bees examined showed evidence of spore cysts of Nosema but others
did not show any. All of the bees that were dead had honey in their
honey sacs so the possibility of starvation was riled out. On examin-
ation of the hire, dead bees were found in most all parts of the hive
and the grftat number of them that died at about the same time indicated
poisoning by chemicals. It was learned from reliable sources of author-
ities on honeybees t tt this type of poisoning had happened before and
since this honey had been in contact with the iUmes of naphthalene for
a great number of months, the cause of death was determined to be chem-
ical poisoning. The practice of using naphthalene as a repellent and
control for the greater wax moth and the Indian meal moth at the Kansas
State College apiary has now been discontinued.
A comparison of the weight of bees in the fall and spring was made
along with a comparison of square inches of sealed brood in the spring
to show the loss of adult bees during the winter and to indicate which
type of packing would be best for a colony to stimulate early soring
broodrearing. This comparison of the test colonies showed that the col-
onies with no protection, or with only a windbreak had the greatest amount
U3
of sealed brood in the spring and that those with tvo layers oi celotex
had the least amooit (Table 2). This indicated that too much protection
is detrimental to early broodrearing
,
Colony HAn showed that the colony protected with a tar paper wrap
started broodrearing earlier than those with other types of protection,
and this was shown by the increase in the estimated weight of adult beet
in the spring.
Colony "B" showed a loss of bees during the wLnter and the explana-
tion for this could be that the queen was not a good early season egg
layer or had a low hatchability of eggs, since there is a great variation
in queens of the same source. It is believed that Colony "A* was more
typical of results to have been expected under tar paper protection con-
ditions.
A co parison 01 the average monthly temperatures during the experi-
ment was arranged to show how this period compared to the average monthly
temperatures over a long period of time (Table 3)* The table shows that
the temperatures during the test period were higher in most respects
than those of an average year. Because the temperatures during the fall
and spring were higher and because there was a higher than average tem-
perature in February and April, broodrearing was started early. The











































































































































































Table 3, Average monthly temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit, Manhattan,
Kansas*
: Oct- i Nov- t Deoem- i Janu- > Febru- t March i April
xears tober i ember t ber : ary t ary t t
1953-5U 61.5 U5.1
1909-5U 58.1 iilt.O
3lU 27.8 U3.9 1*0.6 60.7
32.2 29.2 32.U iOt.o 55.2
DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows that there was less average loss in weight of the col-
onies protected oy tar paper than the others tested (5.75 as compared to
3U.50, 29.62. 22,00, and 20.62 lbs.) and Table 2 shows broodrearing was
started 3arlier in the spring than in the case of any other -type of pro-
tection tested; this is indicated by the increase of estimated weight of
bees in the spring over the estimated weight of bees in the fall which
was 0,75 as compared with - 2,25, and - 5.12 in che case of the other
two types of protection. This is also indicated to some extent by a com-
parison of the square inches of sealed brood, which was 1*35 in the case
of the tar paper wrapping, and 1*29 and 279 in the case of the other two
types of protection.
"Where no wrapping or packing is to be given colonies of bees in
the winter, the natural or artificial windbreak or even no protection
is shown to be preferable to the celotex type of protection (Tables 1
and 2), The main object of wintering honeybees is to bring the colony
through the winter in good condition with an adequate number of bees and
have one that will increase colony population rapidly in the spring.
It was shown in this experiment that too much packing or protection
can be detrimental to the colony. Too much insulation keeps the bees in
the colony cold, delaying broodrearing in the spring which results in a
weak colony not able to take advantage of the first major nectarflow or
the collection of pollen in the spring.
The dark color of the tar paper absorbs the heat of the sun more
rapidly than the other types of protective materials and raises the
temperature of the hive, enabling the bees at suitable times during the
winter to take cleansing flights. The bees in other colonies protected
by heavier insulation materials, resulting from the lower hive temperature
factor, do not have as many cleansing flights nor the stimulation in
broodrearing as in the colonies protected by tar paper. As the temper-
ature within the hive approaches or goes above 69° F, the activity of
the colony increases and cleansing flights may be taken. The tarpaper
is cheap, is easily stored and can be used several imes. Other packing
Materials are expensive, are bulky and require considerable space for
storage during the summer.
The colonies when in units of two, protected by the tar paper wrap
have an added advantage, in that they can be lifted at the corners to
determine the weight of the colony for the need of stores during the
cold weather without removing the packing material while those with
celotex and other types of packing material must have the protective
cover removed before oeing able to inspect them for the need of stores.
This study did not determine whether a better overall benefit to
the colony could be obtained by providing or omitting a tar paper cov-
ering. Further studies will be necessary to determine whether early
U7
brood rearing (in which colonies with no tar paper excelled) or less
loss in weight through winter ( in which colonies with tar paper ex-
celled) is of greater benefit t o the colony.
SUMKAHY
Five pairs of colonies of honeybees were compared during the fall
of 1953 and the spring of 1951; to determine the type of winter protection
which would give the best results in wintering colonies of honeybees in
the vicinity of Manhattan, Kansas.
Colonies with the tar paper wrap type of protection underwent the
least loss in weight, i.e., least stores consamed and least bees lest,
during the winter and colonies witii one layer of celotex lost the mo3t
weight. Colonies with no protection and with the windbreak lost about
the same amount of weight, and ranked intermediate between the celotex-
and tar paper-covered hives, indicating, on the basis of relative weight
loss, the use of the tar paper wrap for winter protection in this area if
winter protection is to be given. The celotex cases keep the colonies
too cold in the spring and during warmer periods in winter because of the
insulation which slows the temperature change within the hi/e. In the
case of the tar paper wrap, the insulating material is thin and permits
a more rapid change of temperature in the hive and since it is black in
color it absorbs the heat from the sun arid thus raises the temperature
within the hive, resulting in opportunities for cleansing flights doling
winter and initiation of broodrearing earlier in spring.
U8
Gain in the weight of bees In the spring over that in the fall shows
that early broodrearing has taken place and this is one objective in the
successful wintering of bees. A slight gain was attained in the case of
the tar paper coverings. The colonies with the celotex overcoat type of
protection showed significant decreases in weight indicating that brood-
rearing had not been under way very long before the final data of the ex-
periment were recorded. This was an indication that this type of pro-
tection is too heavy for this locality to have early oroodrearing and an
early spring increase in the population of the colony. There was a sig-
nificant increase in the weight of bees in the colonies with no protec-
tion and windbreak.
The average number of square inches of sealed brood was greatest
in the colonies with no protection and windbreak and least in the colonies
with the celotex protection. The tar paper wrap colonies were interme-
diate.
The average monthly temperatures during this stud/ were about the
same as the average over the past h$ years except in February and April.
This increase in temperature at that time oi year is favoraole for early
spring broodrearing.
It is concluded that xor winter protection of honeybees in the area
of Manhattan, Kansas, the use of the tar paper wrap for colonies is the
best of the protective materials used, that overwintering without any
protective covering is better than the single and double celotex coverings
as used in these studies, on the basis of loss of weight during winter
|
and that no protective covering is better than tar paper, and distinctly
superior to celotex, on the basis of relative increase in weight of bees
and sealed brood during early spring.
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The purpose of this study was to test various types of winter pro-
tection given colonies of honey bees in the vicinity of Manhattan, Kansas,
and to determine which type is best*
Five pairs of colonies used to test five different types of wintering
methods typical of this region, vit., tar paper wrap, one layer of celotex,
two layers of celotex, windbreak, and no protection at all. Each paired
colony was supplied with a queen of the same source and of the approxi-
mate same age. The colonies were adjusted to the same approximate weight
by shaking bees from one colony into another. Dilute artificial winter-
green In water was shaken into the colonies before the bees were trans-
ferred to create a neutral odor and allow the bees of other colonies to
be united with one colony.
The sealed brood was measured in square inches in the spring to de-
termine which colonies started broodrearing early in the spring and to
what degree. This measurement was accomplished by actual measurement of
the sealed brood with a rule.
At the completion o, the experiment the colonies were again weighed
to determine the relative loss in weight, i.e., the amount of stores
consumed and the loss of bees.
Average monthly temperatures over a period of forty-five years com-
pared with those during this study showed February and April to have been
warmer than usual.
Colonies with the tar paper wrap type of protection underwent the
least loss in weight, i.e., least stores consumed and least bee3 lost,
during the winter and colonies with one layer of celotex lost the most
weight. Colonies with no protection and with the windreak lost about
the same amount of weight, and ranked intermediate between the celotex-
and the tar paper- covered hives, indicating, on the basis of relative
weight loss, the use of the tar paper wrap for winter protection in this
area if winter protection is to oe given. The celotex cases keep the col-
onies too cold in the spring and during warmer periods in winter because
of the insulation which slows the temperature change within the hive. In
the case of the tar paper wrap, the insulating material is thin and permits
a more rapid change of temperature in the hive and since it is black in
color it absorbs the heat from the sun and taus raises the temperature
within the hive, resulting in opportunities for cleansing flights during
winter and initiation of brood rearing earlier in spring.
Gain in the weight of bees in the spring over that in the fall shows
that early broodrearing has taken place and this is one objective in the
successful wintering of bees. A slight gain was attained in the case of
the tar paper coverings. The colonies with celotex overcoat type of pro-
tection showed significant decreases in weight which indicated that brood-
rearing had not been under way very long before the final data of the ex-
periment were recorded. This was an indication that this type of protec-
tion is too heavy for this locality to have early broodrearing and an
early spring increase in the population of the colony. There was a signi-
ficant increase in the weight of bees in the colonies with no protection
and windbreak.
The average number of square inches of sealed brood was greatest in
the colonies with no protection and windbreak and least in the colonies
with the celotex protection. The tar paper wrap colonies were intermediate.
The average monthly temperatures during this study were about the
same as the average over the past k$ years except in February and April.
This increase in temperature at that time of the year is favorable for
early spring broodrearing.
It is concluded that for winter protection of honeybees in the area
of Manhattan, Kansas, the use of the tar paper wrap for colonies is the
best of the protective materials usedj that overwintering without any
protective covering is better than the single and double celotex coverings
as used in these studies, on the basis of loss of weight during winter
j
and that no protective covering is better than tar paper, and distinctly
superior to celotex, on the basis of relative increase in weight of bees
and sealed brood during earxy spring.
